**House Rules:**

1. A good bingo MUST have the last number called in the pattern.
2. Monitors are there for your convenience. No number is valid until called by BOTH letter and number.
3. The serial number of all games claimed to be winners may be checked.
4. All those occupying a seat in the hall are considered players and must purchase the minimum admission and are required to have a valid admission ticket. It must be properly filled out and easily visible to the bingo committee staff.
5. It is the PLAYER’S responsibility to notify the caller of a bingo. Be sure to call “BINGO” loudly enough.
6. No bingo is allowed after the balls have been dropped.
7. Only those at least 18 years of age are permitted to play bingo.
8. Players may reserve spaces for other players. Such reservations expire at 6:30PM, also, please only take the amount of space needed so that there is plenty of room for other players.
9. Per state law, as much as we would like to do so, members of the Fire Department cannot play your cards for a short time as a convenience. Instead, please ask a fellow player to cover your cards if you need to leave your table.
10. Please keep careful control of your personal belongings. The Department cannot be responsible for their loss.
11. We ask that cellular phones be turned off or on vibrate while bingo is in session. Use is permitted during intermissions.
12. Please be considerate of others and restrict your conversations during play.
13. The caller has the final word in all matters relating to the direct play of bingo games, the games administrator has the final say in all other matters.
14. Door prize numbers are pulled randomly from the admission ticket numbers sold up until 7:30PM. It is possible that if you arrive after that time, your admission ticket number was not considered.
15. The VVFD Bingo staff reserves the right to instruct disruptive players to leave the premises, without refund.

**Sales and Refund Policy:**

1. Please have your money ready while waiting in line, as this helps the line move faster. Exact change helps.
2. Please check your purchases and count your change before leaving the sales table.
3. We only accept checks if our ATM is not functioning. Checks are only cashed at the instant table and require a photo ID. There is a minimum purchase of $10 in instants.
4. $20.00 service charge for returned checks (insufficient funds).
5. Refunds are made only for unmarked, unbound books. After the first game in a book has been played, that book will be rendered un-returnable, whether it has been marked or not. Refunds are made on a pro-rated basis for computers, should there be a malfunction and no other computers available for replacement. Once we have begun calling the first early bird, electronic bingo computers will be rendered un-returnable. With no computer receipt, a malfunctioning computer can only be exchanged for a 36 card computer, so please keep your receipt!
6. Games already played when books are purchased will be rendered unplayable. There is no price reduction for the removal of games already played from your purchases.
7. No one under the age of 18 may PURCHASE or OPEN instant bingos.
8. Instant bingo winners will be paid off on the night they are sold, unless the instant bingo administrator makes a specific exception (i.e. a hold-card-game doesn’t sell out in one night).

**Vienna’s Fortune (A Treasure Chest Raffle) Rules:**

Each night we will play Vienna’s Fortune (game #19). A single winner of game #19 will win $100 and a chance to draw one key from a bag of 20 keys. If the key opens the treasure chest, that winner also wins the amount in the treasure chest pot. If there are multiple winners of game #19, they will split the $100 prize and each get to pick a key from the bag of 20 keys. Each multiple winner shall pick a key from the bag before any of the keys are tried. If any one of the keys picked by any one of the multiple winners opens the treasure chest, the amount in the treasure chest pot shall be split evenly among the multiple winners. The Vienna’s Fortune treasure chest pot is comprised of the current session’s Vienna’s Fortune sales minus $100 for the winner(s) of game #19. If the treasure chest pot has not been won, the amount in the pot is increased by each week’s sales of Vienna’s Fortune minus the $100 prize, until there is a winner. It shall be demonstrated each week that there is a working key in the bag of 20 keys.

**Progressive Bingo Jackpots:**

We will post the amount of the jackpot for each progressive game along with the number of calls that you must bingo within to win the jackpot. If no one wins the progressive jackpot within the specified number of calls, we will continue calling for a $100 consolation prize. Every week, each of the progressive bingo jackpot prize amounts will increase by $100 or 50% of the previous session’s sales for each respective game, whichever is less. The number of calls needed, will increase by 1 number each week, until the progressive prize is won.
GAME SCHEDULE

---

**GAME SCHEDULE**

---

1. **$100** EARLY BIRD I BLUE STRIPE
2. **$100** EARLY BIRD II ORANGE STRIPE
3. **$100** EARLY BIRD III GREEN STRIPE
4. **$100** EARLY BIRD IV YELLOW STRIPE
5. **$100** EARLY BIRD V PINK STRIPE
6. **$100** EARLY BIRD VI GREY STRIPE
7. **$100** EARLY BIRD VII OLIVE STRIPE
8. **$100** EARLY BIRD VIII BROWN STRIPE
9. **Up to $5,000** Dollar Progressive – I’s, N’s, and G’s – White Solid
10. **$100** Regular – Red Border
11. **$100** Special – SAME Red Border – 4 Corners & Diagonal
12. **Up to $5,000** Basic Progressive – Block of Nine – Green Solid

---

---

13. **$100** Regular – Green Border
14. **$100** Special – SAME Green Border – Double Bingo
15. **$100** Special – SAME Green Border – Triple Bingo
16. **Up to $5,000** Layer Cake Progressive – Top, Middle, & Bottom Rows – Orange Solid
17. **$100** Regular – Pink Border
18. **$100** Special – SAME Pink Border – Corner Stamp & Stamp Anywhere
*One Stamp must be in any corner and stamps may NOT overlap.*
19. **$100** Vienna’s Fortune – Green Stripe – Rotating Letter T – All 4 corners are free
*A treasure chest raffle – for rules, see back of this form*
20. **$100** Special – Gray Border – Inside 4 corners OR Outside 4 Corners
21. **$100** Special – SAME Gray Border – Letter X
22. **Up to $5,000** Postage Progressive – 4 Postage Stamps – Blue Solid
*N’s will not be called, and do not count towards # of balls called.*
23. **$100** Regular – Olive Border
24. **$100** Special – SAME Olive Border – Small Diamond & Outside Line
25. **Up to $5,000** Lucky 7 Progressive Jackpot Game
*Played on the play sheet printed with receipt.*
26. **$100** Special – Purple Border – Six Around the Corner
27. **$100** Regular – Aqua Border
28. **$100** Special – SAME Aqua Border – Double Bingo
29. **$100** Special – Blue Border – Odd or Even
*Pre-cover all odd numbers on odd dates and vice versa*
30. **$100** Regular - Tan Border
31. **$100** Special – SAME Tan Border – Double Bingo
32. **$100** Regular – Black Border
33. **$100** Special – SAME Black Border – Six Pack Hardway (Cannot use freespace)
34. **$1000** JACKPOT - Red White & Blue – Coverall

---

Thank you for joining us tonight. We hope you had a GREAT time! Drive home safely! See you next week!
The Vienna V.F.D. is a Non-Smoking Bingo! Thanks for your cooperation!